BBA CHANGE-OF-MAJOR
ADD/OR CHANGE BBA MINOR
REQUEST FORM

STUDENT'S NAME _____________________________________________
                                                                 Last          First          Middle/Former

ADDRESS __________________________________________________________
                                                                 ___________________________

PANTHER NUMBER ____________________ PHONE (Day) ______________________

OFFICIAL GSU E-MAIL ADDRESS __________________________________________

PLEASE CHECK:

__  Change BBA major from __________________________ to __________________________

__  Change a minor from __________________________ to __________________________

__  Add ___________________________________________________________ as a minor

__  Drop ___________________________________________________________ as a minor

__  Change program from BBA to PB

__  Updated PACE evaluation for: __________________________________________

                                 Major

SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE ________________

PLEASE ALLOW SEVEN TO TEN BUSINESS DAYS FOR PROCESSING.

For OUAA Use Only:

GSU GPA _____
Initials _____
Date _____